


Elijah’s Heaven Ascension
2 Kings 2:1-22

This Bible story demonstrates the kingdom skill of Activating New Leaders. Stories like 
these capture the collision of earth and heaven. Wherever we are and whatever we do, 
there is an equally active spirit realm full of spiritual beings in the same way that we 
experience a very active physical world. The man kneeling on the ground with his hands 
on his head is Elisha as he witnesses the Lord taking Elijah to heaven. The rod and the 
staff on the ground represent Elijah’s leadership mantle that he left behind for Elisha to 
receive and use as a prophet. The Jordan river is where Elijah and Elisha crossed 
representing the end of Elijah’s prophetic ministry and the inception of Elisha’s prophetic 
ministry. The wind blowing between Elisha and the fire chariot represents the whirlwind 
that accompanied the chariot and horses and transported Elijah from the physical realm 
to the spiritual realm. The horses and fire chariot were the means by which the Lord 
transcended the spiritual and physical realms to take Elijah back to heaven. Elijah never 
died. The music in the sky and the angels represent the glory, majesty, and power of 
God; how he clearly displays his awesome and mysterious nature in this story. May we, 
as leaders in the Lord Jesus’ harvest fields of the world, be committed to and consistent 
in releasing spiritual leadership authority to new disciples as they practice receiving the 
mantle from us like Elisha did from Elijah. We model for and assist our disciples in 
practicing spiritual leadership authority and skills given them by Jesus Christ until they 
are competent, confident, and committed to lead others without our help.

Elijah’s Heaven Ascension story sketches:

Sketch #1: Elijah, Elisha, & mantle - This picture is the story logo. This sketch illustrates Elijah 
passing his mantle of leadership to his disciple Elisha.

Sketch #2: Elijah & Elisha - This sketch illustrates the first part of the story where Elijah 
prepares to go to heaven and asks Elisha to stay behind. Elisha refuses three times and 
continues to remain faithfully with his spiritual father.

Sketch #3: Elijah & fire chariot - This sketch illustrates the second part of the story where Elijah 
and Elisha cross the Jordan river, and Elisha is rewarded with witnessing Elijah’s ascension.

Sketch #4: Elisha, mantle, & river - This sketch illustrates the third part of the story where Elisha 
receives a double portion of the Holy Spirit, embraces Elijah’s leadership mantle, and begins 
working signs, wonders, and miracles through Yahweh’s anointing and power.


